ROCK CLIMBING EQUIPMENT LIST

The following equipment is mandatory for all trips. You are expected to provide your own equipment and/or request gear from us in advance for your outing. The weather in the mountains in Montana (even in the summer) is varied and unpredictable. Please be prepared for all possible conditions.

CLIMBING GEAR:
- Climbing Shoes*
- Climbing Harness*
- Climbing Helmet*

*Shoes, harnesses, and helmet can be provided by MAG; requests are due 48 hours in advance

All technical equipment is provided by MAG (rope(s), belay devices, quickdraws, carabiners, etc.)

CLOTHING LIST:
- Athletic/Nylon Pants, Capris, or Shorts: long pants are best if you wish to protect your legs from potential small bumps and abrasions
- Closed-Toe Approach Shoes, Running Shoes, or Hiking Boots
- Long-Sleeve Shirt or Light Jacket: for warmth
- Rain Jacket
- Hat or Visor

OTHER:
- Small Day Pack: 25-30L to carry your climbing gear and additional items
- Sunscreen, Sunglasses, Lip balm
- Camera: optional
- 1 liter of Water per 4 hours/person
- Food/Snacks: Sandwich, dried fruits, nuts, energy bars, etc.
- Guide Gratuity: as part of the service industry, guide gratuity is appreciated but not required